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Foreword
Article 177 of the constitution of Baangladesh saays about thee free compuulsory and innclusive educcation
which haas already beeen enforcedd by the govvernment of Bangladesh [1]. It is unddeniable thaat, the
period off last four and half decaddes, after inddependence, has witnesssed a significcant expansiion of
educationnal opportunnities for the persons witth disabilitiess and especcially for the visually imppaired
citizens of
o Bangladessh. Thereforee, lots of vissually impaireed students are now stuudying at schhools,
colleges and universiities and thiss number is going
g
up eveery year. On the other haand, it is alsoo true
a facing a severe lack of accessible study materials.
m
Therefore, theyy are
that thesse students are
always laagging behinnd in their studies
s
and receiving infformation. However,
H
at primary leveel the
governmeent providess a full set off Braille books for students but as students
s
movve into seconndary
and tertiaary educatioon the coverage becom
mes less com
mprehensivee with very little coveragge at
tertiary leevel.
A, with the support of Direct Aid Program off Australian High
To mitigaate this situuation YPSA
Commisssion, Dhaka, initiated a project
p
titled,, ‘Accessiblee Reading Materials
M
for the
t Studentss with
Visual Im
mpairment’ by which YPS
SA hopes too fulfill the dream of highher educatioon of hundreeds of
visually impaired
i
stuudents studyying at tertiaary level byy availing thhem with ennough accesssible
reading materials
m
freee and easy.
a
the current
c
situaation and neccessity regarrding readingg materials of
o the
This survvey aims to analyze
visually impaired studdents studying at tertiarry level in Baangladesh. By
B doing so it will be abble to
select apppropriate, inn demand coontents and produce acccessible readding materialls (Books) foor the
visually im
mpaired studdents. Thus help
h them to pursue theirr dream of higher education.
p
by the
t ICT & Reesource Cennter on Disabbilities
This survvey has beenn conducted and report prepared
(IRCD) unit
u of YPSA
A and my sinncere thankss to this unitt for its sinceere effort, esspecially Vasshkar
Bhattacharjee and Shhahriar MD Shiblee. I woould also likke to expresss my gratitudde to Moham
mmad
D for supervising the whoole process.
Shahjahaan and KM4D
p
will beenefit
I sincerelly hope that readers, beneficiaries and all the peersonnel relaated to this project
from the findings andd recommenddations of thhis survey annd work as a whole to buuild a prospeerous
ment.
and inclusive scholasstic environm

(Md. Arifuur Rahman)
Chief Exeecutive
YPSA
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Executive Summery
More than a billion people in the world today experience disability [2]. These people generally have
poorer health, lower education achievements, fewer economic opportunities and higher rates of
poverty. This is largely due to the barriers they face in their everyday lives, rather than their
disability. One hundred and fifty million people live in Bangladesh among whom at least 2 percent
are visually impaired and almost 35 percent [3] are illiterate. Together, these marginalized
populations comprise the print disabled. Bangladesh signed and ratified the UN convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) in 2008 as one of the significant convention followed by
the adoption of 'Rights & Protection of Persons with Disabilities Act 2013'. The Act is meant to
guarantee educational, physical and mental improvement of persons with disabilities and to
support their participation and ensure their rights in all kinds of activities by removing all sorts of
barriers and discrimination.
To address this issue, YPSA, with the support of Direct Aid Program of Australian High
Commission, Dhaka, initiated a project titled, ‘Accessible Reading Materials for the Students with
Visual Impairment’ by which YPSA hopes to fulfill the dream of higher education of hundreds of
visually impaired students studying at tertiary level by availing them with enough accessible
reading materials free and easy.
This survey aimed to analyze the current situation and necessity regarding reading materials of the
visually impaired students studying at tertiary level in Bangladesh. To conduct this survey, data
were collected through Questionnaire survey. Total of 82 visually impaired students studying at
tertiary level in different institutions in Bangladesh took part in this survey. This study revealed that,
among 82 participants, approximately 67% respondents were male, and 33% respondents were
female. Male respondents were more than female respondents because considering the social and
economic condition of our country most of the students with visual disabilities who pursue tertiary
education are male. Another reason is that male students are more extrovert while most of the
females tend to be introvert. However, almost all of them study in the subjects under the
department of social science and arts. Among them 31% were master’s students and rest of them,
approximately 69%, studies in different courses at bachelor’s level.This survey also found out that
most of them (32%) studies in the sociology department followed by political science (21%), Islamic
History (17%), Law (12%), History (10%), and English (8%).Most of the students (79%) with visual
disabilities preferred Bangla medium over English as they hope, it would be a lot easier for them to
study in their mother tongue. While rest of the participants choose English as they think it will be
truly beneficial for their future career prospect.As this survey focused on the students with visual
disabilities and their condition regarding reading materials, therefore, it illustrated the type of visual
disabilities of its respondents. This survey found only two type of visual disability among its
partakers. Most of the participants were visually impaired (84%), and rests of them were individuals
with Low vision (16%).
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When asked about their general satisfaction level of their journey of pursuing higher education as a
visually impaired person, the response is kind of a varied one. Although, most of them agreed that
it was poor overall (49%), others, however, settled at fair (28%) where 15% of the respondents
described their experience as very poor, and 8% of the respondents depicted theirs as good.
Majority of them use home-made audio contents (51%), while other said, they use accessible
reading materials (11%) which is, however, available in small quantity. However, 38% of the
respondent uses both home-made audio contents and accessible reading materials. Also, by this
survey, it is prominent that there is no other form of accessible reading materials, such as Braille,
text only etc., available for the students with visual disabilities studying at tertiary level in
Bangladesh. All of the respondents (100%) think accessible audio books and text only materials
are the most effective and efficient mode of reading materials that they would love to have to
continue their future study. It might be because these types of materials are proven for their
accessibility and easy to operate and also provide a world class opportunity for their users. While
asked about the convenience and amount of the existing tertiary level study materials, all the
respondent (100%) unanimously agreed that these are not easily available and those that are
rarely available are not enough in quantity. Besides, all of the respondents (100%) said that the
materials needed for their previous study were not available and enough in quantity. Especially,
those who are at graduation level told that they had to struggle a lot in order to pass their Higher
Secondary Examination, which they have passed recently, because there were no accessible
materials available at the higher secondary level apart from few Braille and home-made contents,
which resulted in them getting a low score at the H.S.C examination.
In Bangladesh, several govt. and non-govt. organization work for the welfare of the persons with
disabilities. While asked about the source of getting necessary study materials, among the 82
respondents, 83% said that they got theirs from different non govt. organization and others said
they got theirs from different govt. organization (17%). It is because there are no accessible online
library facilities available that have accessible study materials designed for the persons with the
disabilities, and also none of the institutional libraries have accessible study materials. The most
popular device used by the students with visual disabilities to access accessible contents is smart
phone (68%), followed by computer (27%), and MP3 player (5%). While asked about their use of
software in this regard, most of the respondents (54%) said, they use screen reader. Other
software’s used by the students with visual disabilities are DD Reader (23%), Easy Daisy Reader
(12%), FS Reader (7%), and Kota (4%).
In the questionnaire participants were asked to name 5 departments where they think most of the
visually impaired students enroll into, and it seems that they have almost a unanimous opinion on
this issue. Among the 82 participants, 82 of them (100%) think Sociology, Political Science, Islamic
History, and English are the Departments/Subjects where visually impaired students most enroll
into, while 57% of them picked History and 43% of them picked Law as their fifth choice.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction

Persons with vision impairments and others with print disabilities face discrimination and
challenges in obtaining an equitable education in the traditional sense, as reading materials are
frequently inaccessible to them. For them, there is a severe lacking of adequate study materials
and books both in markets and libraries and also there is no deliberate policy and initiatives of the
Government and Non-Government Authorities to ensure accessible study materials for these
visually challenged students. Therefore, they are always lagging behind in their studies. In many
cases, the absence of such reading materials is resulting in ignorance and lack of action or sole
reliance on the assistance of a third party. As a result they are failing to keep pace with the
accelerated tempo of educational activity. Therefore, the drop-out rate of the visually impaired
students from educational institution is very high in comparison to their normal counterparts. But
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities stated that, “People should have rights to
education and equal access to information and knowledge regardless of disability” [4]. That’s why
YPSA has been making relentless effort to resolve this problem since its inception. Yet these
youths are not getting enough accessible materials. Even though, in sustainable development
goals the rights of persons with disabilities is given significances. Disability is referenced in various
parts of the SDGs and specifically in parts related to education, growth and employment,
inequality, accessibility of human settlements. SDG Goal 4, 8, 10, 11, and 17 have directly
mentioned the rights of person with disabilities [5]. But very little is happening in our country in the
regard. Nevertheless, YPSA thinks, it is economically unacceptable because of the waste of
human resources that it entails; it is humanly unacceptable since it prevents a significant portion of
the population from taking part in building the world; it is intellectually unacceptable as it deprives
contribution of ideas and knowledge, in a word, of creativity.
YPSA has quiet enough experiences on developing accessible materials for visual impaired
person. As YPSA, along with Access to Information program (A2I), Prime Minister Office
Bangladesh, has produced books in DAISY format for school level students which has proven its
accessibility and cost effectiveness compared to the paper based books for the students with visual
disability, print disability and learning disability. Relying on that experience, YPSA conceptualized a
project named, ‘Accessible Reading Materials for the Students with Visual Impairment’, to develop
certain selected in demand contents for the students studying at tertiary level in different
institutions in Bangladesh with the help of Direct Aid Program of Australian High Commission,
Dhaka. As a part of this initiative YPSA has conducted this survey to analyze the current situation
and necessity regarding reading materials of the visually impaired students studying at tertiary level
in Bangladesh. So that it could make proper and useful recommendation in order to select
appropriate, in demand contents concerning the production of accessible reading materials (Books)
for the visually impaired students. Thus help them to pursue their dream of higher education.
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1.2 Objectives of the Survey

The core objective of this survey is to analyze the current situation and necessity regarding reading
materials of the visually impaired students studying in tertiary level, which is comprised of several
specific objectives which are given below.
 To examine the current condition and essentials concerning the study materials of the
visually impaired students studying at tertiary level in Bangladesh.
 To formulate specific recommendations in order to select contents for Accessible
Publication.
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Chapter Two

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Review of Literature

As there were no research conducted by any agencies that directly addressed the issue of reading
materials of the students with disabilities studying at tertiary level in Bangladesh; therefore,
different types of documents from government agencies, researchers, and non-governmental
organizations from national and international platforms related to Persons with Disabilities as a
whole were collected and reviewed in relation to this survey. In Bangladesh, total population is
159.6 million [3] and more than 9.1% of the total population have been suffering from various types
of disabilities [6]. Besides, nearly 15% of the population in Bangladesh is Person with disabilities
and approximately four million people are visually impaired in Bangladesh [7]. Visually impaired
students are now studying at school level & there is a severe lack of accessible study materials.
Furthermore, approximately 48% [6] of people in Bangladesh are illiterate or low literate. These
large amounts of population can also be considered as print disable. Accessible information and
reading materials has not been available to this group. Information rights have not been
recognized/ adequately met. Further barriers created for the print disabled and visually impaired.
On the other hand, the National Forum of Organizations Working with Disability (NFOWD) and
Handicap International (HI) estimated that 5.6 percent of the population suffered from a disability.
The 8 million people with disabilities in Bangladesh suffer from a range of disability types and
severity [8].
Throughout the world “probably the largest group of diverse learners is students with disabilities”
[9]. The scenario of Bangladesh is not different. “Lack of information, combined with discriminatory
attitudes towards persons with disabilities at all levels of society, contributes to the continued
neglect of their right to education [10].” Not only the society and the other people but also some
families of children with disabilities tend to have some superstitious negative attitudes towards
those children. This is why the policy makers, teachers, parents, normal learners should be aware
of the classifications of disabilities to retain themselves from several prejudice about the children
with disabilities that results in the exclusion of those children from the society and basic rights [10].
Nevertheless, the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities has been a landmark
for inclusion and education of Persons with Disabilities particularly Article 24 discussed about
education for persons with disabilities. There, it stated that, States Parties recognize the right of
persons with disabilities to education. With a view to realizing this right without discrimination and
on the basis of equal opportunity, States Parties shall ensure an inclusive education system at all
levels and lifelong learning directed to:(a) The full development of human potential and sense of
dignity and self-worth, and the strengthening of respect for human rights, fundamental freedoms
and human diversity;(b) The development by persons with disabilities of their personality, talents
and creativity, as well as their mental and physical abilities, to their fullest potential;(c) Enabling
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persons with disabilities to participate effectively in a free society. In realizing this right, States
Parties shall ensure that:persons with disabilities are not excluded from the general education
system on the basis of disability; persons with disabilities receive the support required, within the
general education system, to facilitate their effective education;effective individualized support
measures are provided in environments that maximize academic and social development,
consistent with the goal of full inclusion; ensuring that the education of persons, and in particular
children, who are blind, deaf or deaf-blind, is delivered in the most appropriate languages and
modes and means of communication for the individual, and in environments which maximize
academic and social development. Furthermore, in order to help ensure the realization of this right,
States Parties shall take appropriate measures to employ teachers, including teachers with
disabilities, who are qualified in sign language and/or Braille, and to train professionals and staff
who work at all levels of education. Such training shall incorporate disability awareness and the
use of appropriate augmentative and alternative modes, means and formats of communication,
educational techniques and materials to support persons with disabilities. Lastly, states Parties
shall ensure that persons with disabilities are able to access general tertiary education, vocational
training, adult education and lifelong learning without discrimination and on an equal basis with
others. To this end, States Parties shall ensure that reasonable accommodation is provided to
persons with disabilities [4].
However, the Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh has formulated different laws,
rules and regulations for the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, particularly ‘Rights &Protection of
Persons with Disabilities Act 2013’.In Bangladesh, Protection of the Rights of the Persons with
Disabilities Act, 2013 was passed with a view to ensuring the rights and dignity of persons with
disabilities. The Act is meant to guarantee educational, physical and mental improvement of
persons with disabilities and to support their participation in social and state activities by removing
all sorts of discrimination [11].
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Chapter Three

METHODOLOGY
3.1 Methodology

This survey was designed as a questionnaire survey for the students with visual impairments
studying at tertiary levels in Bangladesh. The main goal of this survey was to examine the current
situation and requirement of study materials of the visually impaired students. The questionnaire
was developed by a team of professionals of YPSA’s IRCD (ICT and Resource Centre on
Disabilities) unit, which is included here as appendix 1, and supported by the KM4D (Knowledge
Management for Development) of YPSA. As this survey mainly focused on the issue of reading
materials of the participants; therefore, it focused specifically on their educational status, overall
satisfaction and quality of educational experience, medium of study, expectations regarding study
materials, and few other relevant questions and suggestions. The survey took place at several
leading and well renowned institutions where most of the visually impaired students enroll into.
Competent interviewers conducted the interview and a total of 82 visually impaired students
participated in this survey and thus, we have collected all the qualitative data. Quantitative data
were analyzed by the experts through various types of statistical tools and techniques.
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Chapter Four

RESULTS AND FINDINGS
4.1 Demographic Condition of the Respondents

Demographic condition is often measured by education, income, gender etc. to conceptualize the
social status or class of an individual or group. Present section investigated the demographic
factors, such as gender status, educational status, area of study and medium of study to
understand the background and present condition of the respondents (visually impaired students)
regarding the availability of study materials.
4.1.1 Gender Status

0%

33%

67%

Male

female

Figure 01: Gender Status of the Respondents

The figure shows the gender percentage of the respondents participated in the survey. Among 82
participants, approximately 67% respondents were male, and 33% respondents were female. Male
respondents were more than female respondents because considering the social and economic
condition of our country most of the students with visual disabilities who pursue tertiary education
are male. Another reason is that male students are more extrovert while most of the females tend
to be introvert.
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4.1.2 Educational status

This area of study focused on the educational status of the respondents. Almost all of them study
in the subjects under the department of social science and arts. Among them 31% were master’s
students and rest of them, approximately 69%, studies in different courses at bachelor’s level.
Educational status
0
31%

69%

M.A

B.A

Figure 02: Educational status of the Respondents

4.1.3 Subject/Department of study of the respondent

Table 1 illustrates the subjects/departments where the respondents are currently studying at. As
we can see in the table, among the 82 participants, most of them (32%) studies in the sociology
department followed by political science (21%), Islamic History (17%), Law (12%), History (10%),
and English (8%). Most of them are studying these courses by choice, and facing severe problems
during classes and also regarding the exam preparation. Others, however, accepted the harsh
reality, which is scarcity of study materials, and choose to attend those courses on which few
materials are available.
Table 01: Subject/Department of study of the respondent
Subject/Department of study

Frequency

Percentage

Sociology

26

32%

Political Science

17

21%

Islamic History

14

17%

Law

10

12%

English

7

8%

History

8

10%

Total

82

100
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4.1.4 Mediium of study

Figure 3 shows the medium
m
of stuudy of the 822 respondentts. Although, in Bangladeesh almost all the
universities and collegges allow theeir students to
t choose either English or Bangla ass their mediuum of
study. Duuring this surrvey, we founnd out that most
m of the sttudents (79%
%) with visuall disabilities
preferredd Bangla meddium over Ennglish as they hope, it woould be a lot easier for them to study in
their mothher tongue. While
W rest off the participaants choose English as they think it will
w be truly
beneficial for their future career prospect.

0
0%

Medium of studyy

0%

21%

79%

Bangla

English

s
Figure 033: Medium of study

4.2 Disability Related In
nformation

Visual fuunctions cann be classified into fouur categoriess e.g., Norm
mal Vision, Moderate Visual
V
Impairmeent, Severe Visual Impaairment and Blindness. There
T
are 2448 million people
p
with visual
v
impairmeents living in the world. Among
A
them, 39 million are blind and 245 have low vision. About
A
90 percent of visuallyy impaired peeople are residing in thee developing countries; around
a
65 peercent
of them are
a over 50 years
y
old. It has
h been esttimated that around 19 million
m
childreen under 15 years
y
are visuaally impaired. According to the findinngs of WHO [7] and Banngladesh Buureau of Stattistics
[6], approoximately foour million people are visually
v
impaaired in Bangladesh. Thhis section of
o the
survey foocused on thee type of visuual disabilitiees of the partticipant.
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4.2.1 Typee of Disability

Governm
ment of Banggladesh adoppted the Act ‘Rights & Protection
P
of Persons witth Disabilitiees Act
2013’.Thiis Act menttioned that twelve
t
typess of disabilitties are avaailable amonng the peopple in
Bangladeesh. As this survey focuused on thee students with
w visual disabilities annd their condition
regardingg reading materials, therefore, this figure illustrrated the typpe of visual disabilities of its
respondeents. This suurvey found only
o two typee of visual disability
d
amoong its partaakers. Most of
o the
participannts were visuually impaired (84%), andd rest of them
m were individuals with Low
L vision (16%).
Type of Disability
D

16%

0%
%

Visually Impaiired
Low Vision

84%

Figure 044: Type of Disaability

4.3 Inform
mation Related to Educational Experiencee and Study Materials

The period of last four and half decadess, after indeependence, has witnesssed a significant
expansion of educattional opporttunities for the
t personss with disabiilities, and especially
e
foor the
visually im
mpaired citizzens of Banggladesh. Plenty of visuallly impaired students aree now studying at
schools, colleges andd universitiess, and this nuumber is goinng up every year. It is alsso true that these
t
students are facing a severe lack of accessiblle study materials. This section
s
of thee survey aim
med to
analyze the
t current situation andd necessity regarding reeading mateerials of the visually imppaired
students studying at tertiary
t
level in Bangladeesh. By doingg so it expeccts to depict the real scennario,
to select in demand conntents
so that it can put forw
ward recomm
mendations to
t help the organization
o
regardingg the producttion of accesssible reading materials (Books)
(
for thhe visually im
mpaired studdents.
Thus helpp them to pursue their drream of higheer education.
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4.3.1 Overall quality of educational experience

This section focused on the issue of overall quality of educational experience of the students with
visual disabilities studying at tertiary in Bangladesh. When asked about their general satisfaction
level of their journey of pursuing higher education as a visually impaired person, the response that
has been depicted in the figure 5 is kind of a varied response. Although, most of them agreed that
it was poor overall (49%), others, however, settled at fair (28%) where 15% of the respondents
described their experience as very poor, and 8% of the respondents depicted theirs as good.
OVE R AL L QUALITY OF E D U C ATI O N A L
EXPERIENCE

VERY POOR

POOR

FAIR

0%

8%

15%

28%

49%

Overall quality of educational experience

GOOD

VARY GOOD

Figure 05: Overall quality of educational experience
4.3.2 Study materials used by the respondents
Table 02: Study materials used by the respondents
Type of Material/Materials

Frequency Percentage

Braille

-

-

Accessible Audio Books

9

11%

Homemade Audio Contents

42

51%

Text only

-

-

Other

-

-

Braille &Accessible Audio Books

-

-

Braille & Homemade Audio Contents

-

-

Braille & Text only

-

-

Accessible Audio Books & Homemade Audio Contents

31

38%

Accessible Audio Books& Text only

-

-

Homemade Audio Contents & Text only

-

-
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Total

82

100

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities stated that, “People should have rights to
education and equal access to information and knowledge regardless of disability” [4]. But in
Bangladesh their right to education in the tertiary level has not been ensure yet. Although, very little
has been done to assist and improve their educational experience, apart from few scattered
initiatives taken by some govt. and non-govt. organizations which are like a drop in the ocean.
Therefore, when being asked about the types of study materials they use, most of them replied in
the same manner which has been depicted in table 2. Majority of them said, they use home-made
audio contents (51%), while other said, they use accessible reading materials (11%) which is,
however, available in small quantity. However, 38% of the respondent uses both home-made audio
contents and accessible reading materials. Also, by this survey, it is prominent that there is no
other form of accessible reading materials, such as Braille, text only etc., available for the students
with visual disabilities studying at tertiary level in Bangladesh.
4.3.3 Study materials and their effectiveness
Table 03: Study materials and their effectiveness
Type of Material/Materials

Frequency

Percentage

Braille

-

Accessible Audio Books

-

-

Homemade Audio Contents

-

-

Text only

-

-

Other

-

-

Braille &Accessible Audio Books

-

-

Braille & Homemade Audio Contents

-

-

Braille & Text only

-

-

Accessible Audio Books & Homemade
Audio Contents

-

-

Accessible Audio Books& Text only

82

100

Homemade Audio Contents & Text
only

-

-

82

100

Total
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This section of the survey tried to find out the perspective of students with disabilities of tertiary
level regarding the effectiveness of accessible reading materials. By looking at table 3, it seems
clear that all of the respondents (100%) think accessible audio books and text only materials are
the most effective and efficient mode of reading materials that they would love to have to continue
their future study. It might be because these types of materials are proven for their accessibility and
easy to operate and also provide a world class opportunity for their users.

4.3.4 Current availability of study materials
Table 04: Current availability of study materials
Response

Frequency

Percentage

-

-

(Not Available & Enough )

82

100

Total

82

100

Yes
(Available & Enough)

No

Table 4 shows the respondents opinion regarding the availability and quantity of the accessible
reading materials needed for continuing their study. While asked about the convenience and
amount of the existing tertiary level study materials, all the respondent (100%) unanimously agreed
that these are not easily available and those that are rarely available are not enough in quantity.
Therefore, they always have to compromise with each other in order to access and use them. It is
also true that this sort of compromise often lead to frustration.
4.3.5 Availability of study materials needed for previous study
Table 05: Availability of study materials needed for previous study
Response

Frequency

Percentage

-

-

(Not Available & Enough )

82

100

Total

82

100

Yes
(Available & Enough)

No
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This secttion focusedd on the avaailability of reading
r
mateerials needeed for completing participants
previous study, and tried to depiict the larger picture of the
t issue. All
A of the respondents (100%)
said that the materials needed foor their previoous study were
w not available and ennough in quaantity.
Especially, those whoo are at graduation leveel told that thhey had to struggle
s
a lott in order to pass
their Higher Secondaary Examinaation, which they have passed
p
receently, becausse there werre no
accessiblle materials available at the higher seecondary levvel apart from
m few Braillee and home-m
made
contents,, which resulted in them getting
g
a low
w score at thee H.S.C exam
mination.

4.3.6 Sourrce of getting study
s
materiaals

In Banglaadesh, several govt. andd non-govt. organization
o
work for thee welfare of the personss with
disabilitiees. While assked about the
t source of
o getting neecessary stuudy materials, among thhe 82
respondeents, 83% saaid that theyy got theirs from
f
differennt non govt. organizationn and otherss said
they got theirs
t
from different
d
govtt. organizatioon (17%). It is
i because there are no accessible online
o
library facilities availaable that havve accessible study matterials desiggned for the persons witth the
disabilitiees, and also none
n
of the institutional libraries havee accessible study materrials.
S
Source
of gettting study materials
m
Other
Non Govt.…
Govt. Organization

83%
17%

Online
O
Library
Instittution Library
Source of getting study materials
m

Figgure 06: Sourcee of getting stuudy materials
4.3.7 Mostt popular device used by the students with disabilitiess

In order to access accessible coontents visuaally impairedd students inn Bangladesh use a range of
d
used by the students with vissual disabilities is
devices. Figure 7 shoows that moost popular device
M player (5%). Althouugh, the abillity of
smart phhone (68%), followed by computer (227%), and MP3
having a device is deepended on their
t
econom
mic condition,, and it is true that in Banngladesh, moost of
the studeents with visuual disabilitiees live underr poverty linee. So they caannot often afford
a
to purcchase
necessarry devices att their convennience due too this devicee’s high cost.
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Most po
opular device
e used by th
he students w
with
disabilities
0%
27%

5%
68%

Smart Phone

MP3 Player

Computer

Figure
F
07: Mosst popular devicce used by the students with disabilities

o software fo
or study
4.3.8 Use of

While usiing different devices for accessing
a
acccessible reaading materials, users arre required too use
different software’s which
w
are sometime
s
avvailable as complementtary softwaree along withh the
device orr they needed to be downnloaded from
m the internet. While askeed about theeir use of softtware
in this reggard, most of
o the responndents (54%)) said, they use
u screen reader.
r
Otheer software’s used
by the students withh visual disaabilities are DD Readerr (23%), Easy Daisy Reeader (12%)), FS
Reader (77%), and Koota (4%).

Use of so
oftware for study
s
7%

4%

23%
54%

12%

Screen
S
Reader

Easy Daisy Reeader

D D Reader
R

FS Reeader

Kota

Figure 08: Usse of software for
f study
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4.3.9 Departments/Subjects where most visually impaired students enroll into.

Table 06: Departments/Subjects where most visually impaired students enroll into
Subject/Department of study

Frequency (Out of 82)

Percentage

Sociology

82

100

Political Science

82

100

Islamic History

82

100

English

82

100

History

47

57

Law

35

43

This section of the survey tried to find out the Departments/Subjects where most visually impaired
students enroll into. In the questionnaire participants were asked to name 5 departments where
they think most of the visually impaired students enroll into, and it seems that they have almost a
unanimous opinion on this issue. Table 6 shows, among the 82 participants, 82 of them (100%)
think Sociology, Political Science, Islamic History, and English are the Departments/Subjects
where visually impaired students most enroll into, while 57% of them picked History and 43% of
them picked Law as their fifth choice.
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Chapter Five
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

The period of last four and half decades, after independence, has witnessed a significant
expansion of educational opportunities for the persons with disabilities, and especially for the
visually impaired citizens of Bangladesh. Plenty of visually impaired students are now studying at
schools, colleges and universities, and this number is going up every year. It is also true that these
students are facing a severe lack of accessible study materials. This survey aimed to analyze the
current situation and necessity regarding reading materials of the visually impaired students
studying at tertiary level in Bangladesh. By doing so it tried to depict the real scenario, so that it can
put forward recommendations to help the organization to select in demand contents regarding the
production of accessible reading materials (Books) for the visually impaired students. Thus help
them to pursue their dream of higher education. But in Bangladesh their right to education in the
tertiary level has not been ensure yet. Very little has been done to assist and improve their
educational experience, apart from few scattered initiatives taken by some govt. and non-govt.
organizations which are like a drop in the ocean. It is because, the concept of inclusive education
system is a shift from the traditional welfare and service oriented practice of special integrated
education that was not appropriate to be a much effective and rights-based system. Inclusive
education is a new concept and globally recognized, but implementing this system is completely
depended upon the values, attitude, and resources. A vast task is needed to be done to introduce
effective education mechanism to ensure education equity among all students with disabilities. In
Bangladesh, though disability literacy rate is increasing day by day, the quality of education is
falling behind. While their enrollment in primary and secondary education is satisfactory, but after
that the drop-out rate is very high in reality at tertiary due to inaccessible infrastructure, and
especially lack of adequate accessible study materials.
In Bangladesh, persons with vision impairments and others with print disabilities studying at tertiary
level face discrimination and challenges in obtaining an equitable education in the traditional
sense, as reading materials are frequently inaccessible to them. This study found out that, there is
a severe lacking of adequate study materials and books for them both in markets and libraries and
also there is no deliberate policy and initiatives of the Government and Non-Government
authorities to ensure accessible study materials for visually challenged students. Therefore, they
are always lagging behind in their studies and receiving information. In many cases, the absence of
such reading materials is resulting in ignorance and lack of action or sole reliance on the
assistance of a third party. Therefore, it is necessary to arrange an especial mechanism which will
tackle all these lacking and provide persons with disabilities, especially students with disabilities
with adequate and appropriate in-demand informative and educational materials so that they
become ready to contribute in the 21st century workforce.
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5.2 Recommendation

Taking into consideration all the scenario, this survey is providing the following recommendations
in order to select appropriate, in demand contents concerning the production of accessible reading
materials (Books) for the visually impaired students. Thus help them to pursue their dream of
higher education.
 Departments/Subjects where visually impaired students most enroll into are Sociology,
Political Science, Islamic History, English, History and Law; therefore, it is necessary
to select and produce accessible contents (Books) which will meet the demand of the
students studying in these subjects. If it is not possible to convert all the books of these
subjects then few focused group discussions (FDG) should be arranged to find out the top
priorities.
 As this survey has found out that the most popular and effective format of study materials,
according to its participants, are Accessible Audio Books and Text only; therefore, all the
contents should be produced in these formats.
 While producing contents, it should be considered that they are usable/playable via
software’s like screen reader, DD Reader, Easy Daisy Reader, FS Reader, and Kota.
 This study found out that the materials needed for the participants’ previous studies were
not available and enough in quantity. Especially, those who are at graduation level told that
they had to struggle a lot in order to pass their Higher Secondary Examination because of
the lack of accessible study materials; therefore, it is necessary to convert all the Higher
Secondary text books into accessible full text full audio format.
 It is also necessary to establish an online or offline accessible books library so that visually
impaired students can get all the study materials from a unified platform.
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APPENDIX

Annex – I (Questionnaire)

Questionnaire Survey
To
Analyze the current situation and necessity regarding reading materials of the visually impaired
students studying at tertiary level in Bangladesh.

Personal Information:

Name:
Gender: a) Male, b) Female, c) Transgender, d) Other ……….
Permanent Address:
Institution:
Department/Subject:
Class/Year:
Medium: English / Bangla / Other …….
Disability Related Information:
Type of Disability:
Information related to educational experience and study materials:
1. How would you evaluate the overall quality of your educational experience?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good
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2. What kind of study materials (Books) do you use? You can choose more than one.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Braille
Accessible Audio Books
Homemade Audio Contents
Text only
Other (Specify……………………………)

3. What kind of materials you think is more effective? You can choose more than one.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Braille
Accessible Audio Books
Homemade Audio Contents
Text only
Other (Specify……………………………)

4. Are accessible reading materials, needed for your current study, easily available and enough in
quantity?
a. Yes
b. No
5. Were all the books needed for your previous study available and enough in quantity?
a. Yes
b. No
6. Where do you get your study materials?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Institution Library
Online Library
Govt. Organization
Non Govt. Organization
Other (Specify……………………………)

7. Do you use any sort of device for your study? What is it?
Answer:
8. According to your knowledge, these days, which software visually impaired students use most?
Answer:
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9. Name five departments/subjects where most of the visually impaired students enrol into.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

…………………………..
…………………………..
…………………………..
…………………………..
…………………………..

10. Is there anything else that you would like to share with us regarding the availability and usage of
accessible reading materials?

Answer:

Thank you for your cooperation
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